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Abstract: 32 
 33 
According to stereotype threat theory, the possibility of confirming a negative group stereotype 34 
evokes feelings of threat, leading people to underperform in domains where they are stereotyped 35 
as lacking ability. This theory has important theoretical and practical implications. However, 36 
many studies supporting it include small samples and varying operational definitions of 37 
“stereotype threat”. We address the first challenge by leveraging a network of psychology labs to 38 
recruit a large Black student sample (Nanticipated = 2700) from multiple US sites (Nanticipated = 27). 39 
We address the second challenge by identifying three threat-increasing and three threat-reducing 40 
procedures that could plausibly affect performance and use an adaptive Bayesian design to 41 
determine which operationalization yields the strongest evidence for underperformance. This 42 
project should advance our knowledge of a scientifically and socially important topic: the 43 
conditions under which stereotype threat affects performance among current Black students in 44 
the United States. 45 
   46 
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Main Text: 47 

In 1954, Earl Warren, Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court, issued the 48 
majority opinion in the landmark Brown v. Board of Education case that ordered the racial 49 
integration of American schools. Brown was intended to equalize US educational opportunities, 50 
but its effects have fallen short of this aspiration 1. Some schools integrated, but the experiences 51 
of students within those schools were, and still are, far from equal 2,3. One source of these 52 
different experiences is the presence of stereotypes that some students are less intelligent than 53 
others. In US schools, stereotypes that Black students are unintelligent have been central in 54 
American education discourse since at least the mid-20th century 4. These stereotypes create a 55 
challenge for Black students that many other students do not face: poor performance on tasks 56 
that are diagnostic of intelligence can be construed as confirming the Black unintelligence 57 
stereotype 5. 58 

Stereotype threat theory posits that concerns arising from the possibility of confirming a 59 
negative stereotype are consequential because they can provoke feelings of threat 6,7. To the 60 
extent that these feelings of threat divert people’s attention away from task performance 8, the 61 
experience of stereotype threat can hinder the performance of group members on the very tasks 62 
on which they are stereotyped as lacking ability 6. Although stereotype threat theory has enjoyed 63 
attention from both educators and policy-makers and has even been cited in briefs to the US 64 
Supreme Court (e.g., Fisher v. University of Texas 9), the scientific community is conflicted 65 
about the conditions under which stereotype threat adversely impacts student performance. This 66 
project aims to provide evidence that will hopefully help resolve some of these questions, 67 
particularly with respect to the current population of Black students in the United States. 68 

Stereotype threat theory is formulated broadly: any group that is negatively stereotyped 69 
on a particular task could potentially suffer stereotype threat’s negative consequences, and any 70 
situational cue that makes a negative group stereotype salient could provoke feelings of threat 6. 71 
However, the theory also predicts that not all performance tasks will give rise to stereotype 72 
threat, nor are all people equally vulnerable to its pernicious effects. Early formulations of the 73 
theory posited three factors that stand to influence the stereotype threat effect: stereotype 74 
relevance, task difficulty, and domain identification. Stereotype threat should impact 75 
performance if the task is self-relevant, that is, “the possibility of conforming to the stereotype 76 
or of being treated and judged in terms of it—becomes self-threatening”, Steele 6, pg. 617. 77 
Furthermore, stereotype threat should only occur if a task is sufficiently difficult to bring about 78 
the possibility of poor performance 7,10. In addition, people should experience stereotype threat 79 
most acutely when they identify with the domain in which they are being evaluated 7.  80 

Since the early formulations of the theory, researchers have identified other potential 81 
exacerbating and limiting conditions. For example, people who are chronically concerned about 82 
the possibility of confirming negative stereotypes may be especially vulnerable to stereotype 83 
threat 11, while people who identify strongly with their racial or ethnic identity may be less 84 
vulnerable 12,13.  Black students in the US are themselves not monolithic, differing in ethnic 85 
background, family immigration history (forced or voluntary), and generation status, and any of 86 
these varying characteristics may impact the size of the stereotype threat effect. Finally, a broad 87 
array of other contextual factors could also make stereotype threat more or less likely, such as 88 
characteristics of the experimenter (e.g., Black students may experience more stereotype threat if 89 
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the experimenter is White 14) and the institution at which the experiment was conducted (e.g., 90 
Black students at minority-serving institutions may experience less stereotype threat 15). 91 

Owing to the theory’s broad formulation, researchers have used a large array of 92 
procedures to increase and reduce feelings of threat. The threat-increasing procedures range from 93 
telling participants that the task they are about to complete measures the stereotyped ability (a 94 
diagnosticity prompt 10), to informing participants that their group typically underperforms on 95 
the task they are about to complete (a group differences prompt 16), to reminding participants of 96 
their negatively stereotyped group membership before they complete the task (a group-based 97 
prime 10,17). Threat-reducing procedures also vary, ranging from telling participants that the task 98 
is not diagnostic of the stereotyped ability (a non-diagnostic prompt 10) to telling participants that 99 
their group performs just as well as any other group on the upcoming task (a no group 100 
differences prompt 16), to pairing participants with a high-status member of their group to whom 101 
they might identify (e.g., role models 18). In a given study, stereotype threat is operationalized by 102 
comparing the performance of participants in a threat-increasing procedure to their performance 103 
in a threat-reducing procedure. Although any threat-increasing procedure can be compared to 104 
any threat-reducing procedure, in practice, researchers usually focus on procedures that 105 
manipulate the same conceptual variable (e.g., the diagnosticity variable by comparing 106 
diagnostic and non-diagnostic conditions). 107 

Also owing to the theory’s broad formulation, stereotype threat theory has been applied 108 
to many different populations, each of which faces its own set of negative stereotypes. These 109 
populations range from the elderly, whose performance on cognitive tasks might be impaired by 110 
the stereotype that older people are forgetful 19,20, to women, whose performance on math tests 111 
might be impaired by the stereotype that women are bad at math 16, and to students of low 112 
socioeconomic status (SES), whose performance on intelligence tasks might be impaired by the 113 
stereotype that low SES students are unintelligent 21. However, the theory was originally 114 
formulated to help explain and address barriers that prevent members of historically 115 
disadvantaged US groups from fulfilling their potential, especially Black students on intelligence 116 
tasks. For this reason, it is somewhat surprising that, in a recent unpublished meta-analysis of 117 
stereotype threat research, only a small minority of stereotype threat studies focus on Black 118 
students (58/323 = 18%; Taylor, Forscher, and Walton). This oversight may be partly caused by 119 
pragmatic concerns: Black people constitute only 13% of students in US higher education 22, and 120 
an even smaller share of the student body at research-active universities 22,23 and are therefore 121 
harder for researchers to recruit than members of other groups, such as women in STEM fields. 122 

Stereotype threat theory has many pragmatic implications. Due to its broad theoretical 123 
formulation, the theory could help explain ongoing and persistent gaps between a variety of 124 
social groups, ranging from the achievement gap between Black and White students in the 125 
United States 24 (or, alternatively, the “opportunity gap 25) to the gap in the number of women 126 
and men who opt into STEM fields 26. Insofar as stereotype threat contributes to these ongoing 127 
gaps, stereotype threat theory also offers a potential route to reducing them: implement strategies 128 
that reduce or eliminate the threat to group members of confirming negative stereotypes 27,28. 129 
Consistent with this reasoning, stereotype threat research has inspired the development of a 130 
broad array of strategies intended to boost the performance of members of stereotyped groups 131 
16,29,30. Stereotype threat theory also has many theoretical implications, as its flexibility and broad 132 
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formulation allows its application to a broad range of research domains, from education to social 133 
cognition, thereby building bridges between these disparate research areas 31,32. 134 

The combination of theoretical and pragmatic importance has led to an avalanche of 135 
research examining the stereotype threat effect and the contexts and people among whom it is 136 
strongest. This work has generally supported the notion that the magnitude of the effects of threat 137 
on performance varies by characteristics of the methods used to induce it 33 and the sample under 138 
investigation 34,35. Thus, until recently, the consensus was that stereotype threat is robust but 139 
sensitive to the populations and methods under study.  140 

However, this consensus has recently been questioned. Because stereotype threat is a 141 
theory about how specific situations affect specific subgroups of people, many studies have used 142 
smaller samples (median n = 52; unpublished meta-analysis by Taylor, Forscher, and Walton) 143 
than research on topics without these restrictions. In small samples, effects are estimated 144 
imprecisely. By itself, imprecision is not a problem, as long as the literature contains multiple 145 
imprecise studies that can be synthesized into a more precise aggregate estimate. However, 146 
imprecision can lead to a misleading literature when combined with meta-scientific processes 147 
that lead to the selection of significant results at the expense of non-significant ones. In small 148 
samples, effects only reach significance when they are very large; in the presence of processes 149 
like publication bias that suppress non-significant results, overreliance on small samples can, 150 
therefore, result in a literature that gives a distorted view of the true population effect 36. Meta-151 
analytic tests for small-study bias suggest this problem may be true of subsets of the stereotype 152 
threat literature 35,37,38. Moreover, two recent large-scale studies of the effects of stereotype threat 153 
on women taking math tests have found small to near-zero effects of threat on performance 26,39. 154 
Taken together, recent meta-analytic and large-study evidence have given some scholars varying 155 
degrees of doubt about the size of a stereotype threat effect on performance 31,35. 156 

The overreliance on small samples may also be a problem in combination with a feature 157 
that is in other ways a strength of stereotype threat research: the aforementioned variation in how 158 
stereotype threat is operationalized. Because any threat-increasing procedure can hypothetically 159 
be compared to any threat-reducing procedure to operationalize stereotype threat, the number of 160 
available operationalizations grows multiplicatively with the number of threat-increasing and 161 
threat-reducing procedures. For example, given four threat-increasing and four threat-reducing 162 
procedures, there are 16 possible ways to compare a threat-increasing procedure to a threat-163 
reducing procedure, yielding 16 possible operationalizations of “stereotype threat”. Researchers 164 
have tested far more than four threat-increasing and four threat-reducing procedures 33. The sheer 165 
variety of procedures yields a combinatorial explosion of potential ways to operationalize 166 
stereotype threat. 167 

Variations in a construct’s operationalization benefit a scientific theory because they 168 
broaden the domains to which the theory applies 40,41. However, when considering psychological 169 
theories, such variations can also introduce uncertainty: each new operationalization brings with 170 
it the possibility that the operationalization may not evoke the same psychological process as the 171 
previous ones 42,43. Thus, some studies framed as investigating “stereotype threat” (and which 172 
therefore could be considered evidence for or against the theory) may not in fact be investigating 173 
the same “stereotype threat” as studies that use other operationalizations. The uncertainty is 174 
magnified when each operationalization is tested with a relatively small sample. The varying 175 
operationalizations of “stereotype threat” have therefore made it difficult to uniformly assess to 176 
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what extent and in what populations “stereotype threat” produces a measurable and even robust 177 
impact on performance. 178 

This diversity in operationalizations has had a second important consequence: some of 179 
the operationalizations may not validly capture “stereotype threat.” In many stereotype threat 180 
studies, the “threat-reducing” condition to which the “threat-increasing” condition is compared 181 
does not actually reduce or eliminate the threat of confirming the target negative stereotype. For 182 
example, in an unpublished meta-analysis by Taylor, Forscher, and Walton, 152/323 (47%) of 183 
samples compared a threat-increasing condition to an evaluative “threat-reducing” procedure in 184 
which participants were told their task measures a negatively stereotyped ability. This evaluative 185 
procedure, at times used as a “threat-reducing” operationalization, could itself increase feelings 186 
of threat: participants could reasonably infer that poor performance on an evaluative task 187 
confirms the negative stereotype 10,16. Thus, the evaluative “threat-reducing” condition could 188 
have performance impacts that are similar to ones that most researchers believe are threat-189 
increasing. A valid operationalization of stereotype threat requires a comparison between a 190 
threat-increasing procedure and a procedure that clearly decreases feelings of threat. 191 

 The current study has two primary aims. First, we will address past issues with sample 192 
size in the selection of the target population by recruiting a large sample from a US population 193 
that has experienced historical and social disadvantage and that was the focus of early stereotype 194 
threat research – Black college students. Second, we will address the methodological variation in 195 
this literature by simultaneously testing three procedures that ought to increase stereotype threat 196 
(i.e., diagnosticity prompt, group differences prompt, group-based prime) and three that ought to 197 
decrease it (i.e., non-diagnostic prompt, no group differences prompt, no group differences 198 
prompt communicated by a Black expert). We will also test a series of theoretically motivated 199 
moderators expected to impact performance for those who experience stereotype threat: domain 200 
identification (both general and task-specific) 7, chronic concern about stereotype threat 11, and 201 
racial/ethnic identification 12. Finally, we hold two theoretically important variables, stereotype 202 
relevance and task difficulty, constant at high levels. We lay our focal study hypotheses in the 203 
Method, after we have described our detailed procedures to operationalize stereotype threat. 204 

We will accomplish these aims by leveraging two major methodological innovations. 205 
First, we will gain access to a sufficient number of Black students to make our design 206 
informative by tapping into the network of labs provided through the Psychological Science 207 
Accelerator 44. Second, we will use a so-called “adaptive design”, which optimizes how 208 
participants are allocated to conditions in order to efficiently seek condition pairs providing 209 
either positive or negative evidence for a stereotype threat effect in a current sample of Black 210 
undergraduates in the US. More specifically, we will prioritize seeking positive evidence for 211 
stereotype threat to address concerns about the weakness of past positive evidence and to 212 
minimize the possibility of false positives (see our simulation studies for details). Taken 213 
together, this work seeks to contribute to the extant stereotype threat literature by providing a 214 
robust test of the effect and its potential moderators among a large sample population of Black 215 
students, for whom such work is both important and urgent.  216 

  217 
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Method 218 

Ethics information 219 

 All labs that are contributing to the data collection efforts have obtained ethics approval 220 
from their local IRBs at the time of writing of this writing. All participants will provide informed 221 
consent; some will receive course credit, while others will be paid for their time. Each site’s IRB 222 
protocols with the relevant ethics details is at https://osf.io/myxuc/; documentation of the 223 
acceptance of each protocol is at https://osf.io/64g8n/.  224 

Materials availability 225 

 All materials, ethics approvals, analysis code, simulation evidence, and our initial 226 
proposal to the Psychological Science Accelerator, are deposited at our project page at 227 
https://osf.io/7tgav/. 228 

Participants and sites 229 

 To adequately test stereotype threat theory, we must recruit a population that could 230 
reasonably experience stereotype threat on a particular task. We have chosen self-identified 231 
Black college students in the United States for our population and intelligence tests as our task. 232 
Most Black undergraduate college students in the US should sufficiently identify with 233 
intelligence to be threatened by the stereotype that Black people are unintelligent, incompetent, 234 
or dumb 45. Likewise, most Black college students should also identify with their racial group 235 
due to psychological processes such as optimal distinctiveness 46 and the shared experience of 236 
discrimination 47. In part for these reasons, the first published stereotype threat studies tested 237 
whether the threat of confirming the Black unintelligence stereotype affects Black students 10. 238 
However, the relative rarity of Black college students at research active universities does raise 239 
some feasibility concerns. 240 

To address this issue, we have recruited 27 labs throughout the United States to 241 
participate in this project as collaborators through the standing network of psychology labs 242 
provided by the Psychological Science Accelerator (PSA) 44. The PSA maintains a worldwide 243 
database of labs that have expressed the interest and ability to collaborate on multi-site projects 244 
and provides scientific and administrative support to accomplish such studies. Initial calls were 245 
sent for collaborators to the labs based in the United States in the Accelerator network, as well as 246 
solicitations through Twitter, the PsychMAP and PsychMAD Facebook groups, and personal 247 
networks in the Fall of 2018. 248 

 Each site has drafted a plan for recruiting a sample of Black college students. Each site 249 
will either rely on a local pool of Psychology students who will complete the study for course 250 
credit, a combination of flyers and other advertising to recruit students willing to complete the 251 
study for payment, or both (we will record site-specific recruitment details and conduct 252 
robustness checks to assess whether they influence results). Each site has provided an estimate of 253 
the number, based on their knowledge of local demographics and other conditions, of Black 254 
students they could feasibly recruit for this study over the course of a year. To be sure, some of 255 
our participants may come from institutions with a large proportion of Black students. This, as 256 
well as other institutional characteristics (noted below in descriptions of experimenter and site 257 
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variables), may impact the size of the threat effect. Summing across sites, we estimate that we 258 
could feasibly obtain a sample of 2,700 Black students; see our Supplemental Method for details. 259 

Measures 260 
 261 
 The measures described below are drawn from the broader literature on stereotype threat 262 
(specific citations are discussed with each measure). When available, we describe information 263 
about the reliability and validity of the measures. However, there are two important caveats for 264 
interpreting this information. First, consistent with other areas of social and personality 265 
psychology research 48, not all stereotype threat studies report reliability and validity 266 
information. Second, as noted above, only 18% of stereotype threat studies have focused on 267 
Black students 49. Our knowledge about whether previously validated measures remain valid 268 
with the current sample is therefore limited.  269 

Task performance measure. The primary outcome measure for assessing the stereotype 270 
threat effect is Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices 50, a test of fluid intelligence intended for 271 
use with people with above average aptitude and designed to reliably differentiate among those 272 
in the top 25% of the population 51. The Advanced Progressive Matrices are also sufficiently 273 
difficult to provoke anxiety among college students 52, and have been used in stereotype threat 274 
research with Black college students specifically 52–54. The Advanced Progressive Matrices 275 
consist of a series of perceptual analytic reasoning problems, each in the form of a matrix. The 276 
problems involve both horizontal and vertical transformations: figures may increase or decrease 277 
in size, and elements may be added or subtracted, flipped, rotated, or show other progressive 278 
changes in the pattern. In each case, the lower right corner of the matrix is missing and the 279 
participant’s task is to determine which of eight possible alternatives fits into the missing space 280 
such that row and column rules are satisfied 51.  281 

Multiple versions of the Advanced Progressive Matrices exist. In this study, we will use 282 
the short form, which has been validated by Bors and Stokes 51 and predicts performance on the 283 
full set of Ravens items 55,56. The Advanced Progressive Matrices has 48 items, including 12 284 
items in Set I and 36 items in Set II. Participants will complete four items in Set I as practice and 285 
up to 36 items in Set II as our primary performance measure. Participants will have a time limit 286 
of 40 minutes to complete the matrices, consistent with Brown and Day. We will measure 287 
performance by summing the number of correct responses in Set II, yielding a performance 288 
index that ranges from 0 to 36, with higher scores indicating better performance. 289 

Potential moderators of the threat effect. This group of measures consists of variables 290 
that, through exploratory analysis, could help us test whether certain subsets of our participants 291 
are particularly affected by stereotype threat. Four of these moderators, domain identification 292 
(both general and task-specific), racial identification, and chronic concern about stereotypes, are 293 
derived from stereotype threat theory. The others (e.g., experimenter variables, site 294 
characteristics) could plausibly identify participants who are vulnerable to stereotype threat but 295 
are less central to the core theory. 296 

Domain identification-general. Our primary measure of identification with intelligence 297 
will capture the extent to which students identify with the performance domain. We will ask 298 
participants to answer four questions adapted from Lewis, Sekaquaptewa, and Meadows 57 and 299 
Schmader 58: “Being intelligent is an important part of my self-image”; “Being intelligent is 300 
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unimportant to my sense of what kind of person I am” (reverse-coded); “Being intelligent has 301 
very little to do with how I feel about myself” (reverse-coded); and “Being intelligent is an 302 
important reflection of who I am.” Participants will rate their level of agreement with these items 303 
on scales from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). We will measure domain identification 304 
by reverse-coding the appropriate items and averaging item responses to form a 1-7 composite, 305 
with higher scores indicating higher identification. Previous research suggests that responses on 306 
these items predict the size of the stereotype threat effect among women in mathematics 58. 307 

Domain identification-task specific. Our inferences and interpretations will focus on the 308 
primary measure of domain identification because of the previous validation evidence suggesting 309 
that it is important in stereotype threat processes. However, Black undergraduates may strongly 310 
identify with being an intelligent person, but may not be strongly identified with scoring high on 311 
a particular test designed to assess intelligence. That is, they may value intelligence, but lack 312 
faith in “intelligence tests”, given the history of the construction and use of intelligence tests in 313 
the US and associated negative racial stereotypes. Thus, we will include a secondary measure of 314 
domain identification that is more specific to the Raven’s Matrices task. These questions will 315 
only be asked after the participants take Raven’s Matrices and will be identical to the primary 316 
measure of domain identification except that they will replace “Being intelligent” with “Being 317 
good on intelligence tasks like the one I am taking today”. We will use this secondary measure as 318 
part of our exploratory analyses. 319 

Racial identification. We will measure racial identification using the Centrality, Private 320 
Regard, and Public Regard subscales of the Multidimensional Inventory for Black Identity 321 
(MIBI; 59). We will use Centrality as our primary racial identification indicator but will conduct 322 
exploratory analyses with the Private and Public Regard subscales as well. 323 

The eight-item Centrality subscale assesses how central, defining, and important one’s 324 
racial group membership is to the self. Sample items include, “In general, being Black/African 325 
American is an important part of my self-image” and “Overall, being Black/African American 326 
has very little to do with how I feel about myself” (reversed). The six-item Private Regard 327 
subscale assesses “the extent to which individuals feel positively or negatively towards 328 
Blacks/African Americans as well as how positively or negatively they feel about being 329 
Blacks/African American” (pg. 26, Sellers and colleagues 59). Sample private regard items 330 
include, “I am proud to be Black/African American” and “I often regret that I am Black” 331 
(reversed). The six-item Public Regard subscale assesses “the extent to which individuals feel 332 
that others view Blacks/African Americans positively or negatively” (pg. 26, Sellers and 333 
colleagues 59). Sample items include, “Overall, Blacks/African Americans are considered good 334 
by others” and “Blacks/African Americans are not respected in the broader society” (reversed). 335 
We will measure racial identification by reverse-coding the appropriate items and averaging item 336 
responses in a 1-7 composite for each subscale, with higher scores indicating higher racial 337 
centrality, private regard, and public regard, respectively.  338 

Chronic concern about stereotypes. To capture the experience of stereotype threat more 339 
broadly, we will also ask participants about the pressure they feel when doing something that 340 
would cause them to be seen in terms of stereotypes about their race. We designed two items to 341 
measure general stereotype concern: “I worry that people will sometimes make assumptions 342 
about me based on what they think about my racial group” and “I worry that people will 343 
sometimes make assumptions about me based on stereotypes about people in my racial group.” 344 
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Participants will rate their level of agreement with these items using 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 345 
(strongly agree) scales. To measure stereotype concern more broadly, we will average responses 346 
across the two items, with higher scores indicating greater concern. 347 

Experimenter variables. Given that the group membership of the experimenter has itself 348 
been used as an operationalization of stereotype threat 14,60, it is critical that experimenter 349 
characteristics are tracked systematically in the current study. We will ask participating sites to 350 
assign each experimenter an ID and report each experimenter’s race and gender, and will allow 351 
sites to freely report other experimenter variables that could possibly affect participants’ 352 
experiences during the study. We will also limit experimenter interaction with participants as 353 
much as possible, to reduce the effect that interaction might have on participants. 354 

Site variables. Past stereotype threat studies have not tracked systematically whether 355 
characteristics of the data collection site are associated with the strength of the stereotype threat 356 
effect. There are some reasons to believe that they might: highly ranked schools may be 357 
especially likely to have a student body that is domain-identified, which could enhance the 358 
stereotype threat effect 6; a similar dynamic could characterize private (vs. public) schools. 359 
Moreover, schools with a lower proportion of minority students may undermine minority 360 
students’ feelings that they belong in the school, which may also enhance the stereotype threat 361 
effect – in fact, solo status has itself been used as a stereotype threat manipulation 61. The 362 
Psychological Science Accelerator maintains a database of the characteristics of its sites. Upon 363 
the completion of data collection, we will merge this database with our collected data to access 364 
these site-level characteristics. 365 

Manipulation checks. Stereotype threat is theorized to occur when people are concerned 366 
about confirming a negative stereotype in a specific performance context. The performance task 367 
also needs to be sufficiently difficult to provide a real possibility that the stereotype will be 368 
confirmed. We are assuming that difficulty and task-evoked concern will be high among all 369 
participants in our study. We will validate this assumption using two manipulation checks. All 370 
manipulation checks will be administered at the end of the study session. 371 

Task-evoked concern about stereotypes. To verify that participants are indeed 372 
experiencing task-evoked stereotype concern, we will ask participants to answer four questions 373 
adapted from Ramsey and colleagues 62. Two of these questions are closely tied to perceptions of 374 
the test: “I am concerned that people will judge my race as a whole based on my performance on 375 
this test”; “I am concerned that people will think my race as a whole has less ability if I do not do 376 
well on this test”. Two of these questions are tied to concerns about being judged in terms of 377 
group membership: “I am concerned that people will judge my performance based on negative 378 
stereotypes that exist about my racial group”; “I am concerned that people will think that I have 379 
less ability because of my racial group membership.” Participants will rate their level of 380 
agreement with these items on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). We will 381 
average responses together, with higher scores indicating greater concern. We anticipate that, 382 
consistent with stereotype threat theory, the two task-evoked concern subscales will be strongly 383 
correlated, but to our knowledge this assumption has not been directly tested with Black 384 
students. We will therefore evaluate this correlation, and if the two subscales are modestly 385 
correlated (r < .3), we will test the effects of the threat manipulations on each subscale in our 386 
exploratory analyses. 387 
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Task difficulty. Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices is designed to be difficult, 388 
producing a mean performance score of 22.17 (SD = 5.60) out of a theoretical maximum of 36 389 
among 506 introductory psychology students at the University of Toronto at Scarborough 51. 390 
Nevertheless, we will verify that the participants find the task difficult with a single item, “How 391 
difficult did you find the task that you completed today,” on a scale from 1 (not at all difficult) to 392 
5 (very difficult). 393 

Potential exclusion criteria. Stereotype threat cannot occur unless participants are aware 394 
of the task-relevant stereotype and have paid close attention during the study. We will attempt to 395 
measure these variables and test whether excluding these people affects our results as part of a 396 
series of robustness checks, described in detail in our analysis plan. 397 

Stereotype awareness. Participants will answer yes or no to a single item assessing 398 
awareness of the negative stereotypes about the intelligence of Blacks: “Before this study, had 399 
you ever heard of the stereotype that Blacks are less intelligent than other ethnicities?” 400 

Memory checks. A series of questions will assess participants’ memory for the details of 401 
the study. Items will include questions about the purpose of the study, the instructions provided 402 
prior to the performance task, and the type of task completed (i.e., puzzle, IQ test, etc.).  403 

Funnel debriefing to probe for suspicion. At the end of the study, we will ask several 404 
questions capturing participants’ suspicion about the aims of the study. Items assess whether 405 
participants 1) believed the rationale of the study, 2) had completed this type of task before, and 406 
if so, how many times, where was it taken, and their age when taken, 3) had heard of a study like 407 
this one, and 4) had ever heard of the phenomenon of stereotype threat prior to the study, and if 408 
so, when and where. 409 

Demographics. Demographic items will include: age, biological sex, gender, class year 410 
(freshman through senior, other), academic major, academic minor, student status (full time, part 411 
time), ethnicity (all that apply; primary), citizenship, length of time in US, native language, state 412 
and country of birth, parents’ places of birth, the number of grandparents born in the United 413 
States, generation status, city/state lived longest, socioeconomic status (parent’s level of 414 
education and the MacArthur perceived SES ladder 63), and employment status. 415 

Procedure 416 
 417 

Participants at between 18-21 sites for which it is locally feasible (not all labs have the 418 
necessary infrastructure to complete this process), will complete an online survey at least one 419 
week before their in-lab session. This pre-measure will include baseline measures of domain 420 
identification, racial identification, and an abbreviated demographics questionnaire. For many 421 
sites, these measures will be included in a battery of pre-measures administered to all students in 422 
qualifying psychology courses at the beginning of the semester.  423 

For the main procedure, participants will come to their local lab site and complete an 424 
online survey in the lab. The survey will be completed in a quiet testing room to minimize 425 
distractions and standardize the amount of time spent on the task; at some sites, participants will 426 
complete the study in individual testing rooms, at other sites in larger testing rooms that have 427 
cubicles or computer dividers — this will be recorded as part of the site characteristics described 428 
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earlier. The task (consent to debriefing) should take a maximum of 50 minutes. Each participant 429 
will be assigned to one of six conditions, three threat-increasing and three threat-reducing. The 430 
method of assigning participants will be an adaptive algorithm, which is described in more detail 431 
in the section entitled “Condition assignment through an adaptive design.”  432 

Following the threat-increasing or threat-reducing manipulation, participants will 433 
complete the focal task, Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices. We plan for each participant to 434 
have a time limit of 40 minutes to complete the matrices. Following the focal task, participants 435 
will complete domain identification, racial identification, and stereotype threat concerns 436 
questionnaires, a series of memory and manipulation checks, demographic, stereotype 437 
awareness, and suspicion items. After the study is complete, the participants will be fully 438 
debriefed and asked to refrain from sharing the details of the study with others.  439 

We determined the amount of session time through a feasibility pilot. We also used this 440 
feasibility pilot to ensure all study elements, including the adaptive algorithm, were properly 441 
implemented. We document this feasibility pilot in our Supplemental Method; proofs of concepts 442 
are at https://osf.io/tyasd/. Readers may view a mockup of the experiment implemented in the 443 
formr experiment platform 64 at https://psa005fullstudy.formr.org/?site=42444 
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 445 

  Threat-increasing condition Threat-reducing condition 

Conceptual variable Description Name Content Name Content 

Diagnosticity 
Whether the participant believes the 
task measures the stereotyped 
ability 

Diagnostic (i1) 
Participants read that the task they're 
about to take is highly diagnostic of 
intelligence 

Non-diagnostic (r1) Participants read that the performance 
task is not diagnostic of intelligence 

Priming 
Whether the participant's group 
membership is made salient Race primed (i2) Participants are asked to indicate 

their race prior to taking the task 
Not applicable 

Group differences 
Whether the participant believes 
there are group differences in task 
performance 

Group differences (i3) 
Participants read that White students 
outperform Black students on the 
task 

No group 
differences (r2) 

Participants read that White and Black 
students perform equally on the task 

No group 
differences,  
Black expert (r3) 

A Black professor from a historically 
Black university delivers the no group 
differences prompt 

 446 
Table 1. Table of threat-increasing and threat-reducing conditions for the current design. The threat-increasing conditions are labeled i1-i3, whereas the threat-447 
reducing conditions are labeled r1-r3. To form an operationalization of stereotype threat, any threat-increasing condition can be compared to any threat-reducing 448 
condition, yielding nine possible operationalizations. We can pose a question about whether a threat effect is present for each operationalization; for example, 449 
question i1_r2 asks whether a threat effect is present for the comparison between the diagnostic (i1) and the no group differences (r2) conditions. 450 
 451 

Conceptual variables used to operationalize stereotype threat. Table 2 lists our three manipulated conceptual variables. We 452 
can use any pairing of one of the three threat-increasing conditions (diagnostic, race prime, group differences, or i1, i2, i3) and one of 453 
the three threat-reducing conditions (non-diagnostic, no group differences, no group differences-expert, or r1, r2, r3) to create an 454 
operationalization of stereotype threat, yielding nine possible operationalizations. Each operationalization can be designated by 455 
separating the code for the threat-increasing condition and the code for the threat-reducing condition with an underscore (e.g., i1_r2 456 
represents a comparison between the diagnostic condition and the no group differences condition). 457 

Diagnosticity (conditions i1 and r1). Diagnosticity refers to whether or not the target task is described as measuring the 458 
stereotyped characteristic (i.e., intelligence among Black students). Describing a task as diagnostic increases threat, as a task that is 459 
diagnostic of the stereotyped ability raises the specter of confirming the unintelligence stereotype by performing poorly on the task. 460 
The threat-increasing diagnostic condition (condition i1) therefore describes the task as evaluative of intellectual abilities: 461 

“The task that you will be working on today is an IQ test. The study is concerned with various personal factors involved in 462 
performance on problems requiring intellectual reasoning abilities. Like the SAT and the ACT, this test is frequently used to 463 
measure individuals' intellectual abilities. ...” 464 
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In contrast, a task that is persuasively described as non-diagnostic of the stereotyped 465 
ability decreases this threat 10. In the threat-reducing non-diagnostic condition (condition r1), the 466 
task is described as non-evaluative of intellectual abilities: 467 

 “In this research, we are studying a variety of puzzles for possible use in other research 468 
to understand how much people like them and find them interesting and involving. The 469 
items you’ll complete today are just a series of puzzles. They don’t, for example, have 470 
anything to do with intellectual ability or academic performance. …” 471 

Priming (condition i2). “Priming” refers to whether the participant’s stereotyped group 472 
membership is made salient prior to the performance task. The salience of this information 473 
should increase threat by increasing the likelihood that the participants think about their 474 
negatively stereotyped identity in the context of the performance task, thereby triggering 475 
stereotype threat (Steele and Aronson 10, Study 4). Thus, in the threat-increasing race primed 476 
condition (condition i2), participants will indicate their race prior to completing the performance 477 
task.  478 

Group differences (conditions i3, r2, and r3). The “group differences” conceptual 479 
variable refers to whether the task is portrayed as producing or not producing group-based 480 
performance differences. If a participant is led to believe that group performance differences 481 
exist on a task, this raises the possibility that the participant’s performance will recapitulate this 482 
pattern, thus confirming the unintelligence stereotype and increasing feelings of threat 16,65. In 483 
the threat-increasing group differences condition (condition i3), the task is described as typically 484 
showing group differences: 485 

 “As you may know, there has been some controversy about whether there are racial 486 
differences in intellectual and academic ability…The IQ test you will take today has been 487 
shown to produce racial differences, because such tests seem to be biased toward 488 
particular subcultural groups. Specifically, numerous studies have found that Blacks 489 
perform worse than Whites on such tests. ...”.  490 

By comparison, describing tasks as producing no group performance differences should 491 
alleviate the possibility that the participant confirms a negative stereotype, decreasing feelings of 492 
threat. In the current study, we include two no group differences conditions – one describing the 493 
task as producing no group differences, and another including a same-race expert describing the 494 
task as producing no group differences 65,66. Thus, in the threat-reducing no group differences 495 
condition (condition r2), the task is described as showing no group differences in performance:  496 

“… Before starting the test, it is important to acknowledge that you may have heard that 497 
there are racial differences in test performance on certain types of tests. This is not the 498 
case for the test you will be taking today. The test you will be taking today shows no 499 
racial or group differences and such tests have been found to be culture fair and unbiased 500 
toward particular social groups. As we look towards understanding this test in today’s 501 
study, it is important to note that numerous other studies have found that Black/African 502 
American students and White students always perform equally on such tests. ...”.  503 
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In the threat-reducing no group differences-Black expert condition (condition r3), a professor with a name consistently 504 
perceived as Black (first name: DeAndre, Jamal, Jalen, Ebony, Jamila, or Amani; last name: Jackson, Johnson, Harris, Jones, 505 
Robinson, or Williams) at a university with a recognizably large number of Black college students (Howard University, University of 506 
Illinois at Chicago, University of Houston, University of Maryland, Florida A&M University, or Texas Southern University), who is 507 
quoted as describing the task as producing no group differences (as detailed above). The first names, last names, and institutions were 508 
all chosen on the basis of a pilot test with 101 Black participants recruited through MTurk. All items had a mean rating of at least 5 on 509 
a 1-7 scale of perceived Blackness; for more details see our Supplemental Method. 510 

Confirmatory hypotheses. Each of our nine operationalizations (i1_r1 through i3_r3) can be used to create a question about 511 
the effect of a particular operationalization, with a null hypothesis that the threat effect is not positive and an alternative hypothesis 512 
that it is positive. Our project nine questions, one per operationalization, which each correspond to a particular null and alternative 513 
hypothesis. We list these questions, the null and alternative hypotheses, our sampling and analytic plans, and our planned 514 
interpretations given different study outcomes in Table 3. 515 

Conditions   Interpretations 

Threat-increasing Threat-reducing Question Hypothesis Sampling plan Analysis plan log10(BF) Verbal conclusion 

Diagnostic (i1) Non-diagnostic (r1) 

Does the threat-
increasing 
condition (i1, i2, 
or i3) produce 
lower average 
scores on Raven's 
Progressive 
Matrices than the 
threat-reducing 
condition (r1, r2, 
or r3)? 
 
Labels: i1_r1 
through i3_r3 

HA: The threat-
increasing condition 
will produce lower 
scores on Raven's 
Progressive 
Matrices than the 
threat-reducing 
condition 
 
H0: The threat-
increasing condition 
will not produce 
lower scores on 
Raven's Progressive 
Matrices than the 
threat-reducing 
condition 

We will recruit at 
least 2,000 Black 
participants. 
Participants will be 
assigned in 
accordance with our 
adaptive algorithm, 
which prioritizes 
assignment to 
conditions that 
show evidence that 
people in the threat-
increasing condition 
perform worse than 
people in the threat-
reducing condition 

The data will be 
analyzed 
concurrently with 
data collection. 
The analysis uses 
a Bayesian t-test, 
which we will 
use to compute a 
JZS Bayes factor 
measuring the 
relative evidence 
for HA vs H0 

> 2.0 
1.5 to 2.0 
1.0 to 1.5 
0.5 to 1.0 
-0.5 to 0.5
-1.0 to -0.5
-1.5 to -1.0
-2.0 to -1.5

< -2.0 

Extreme evidence in favor of HA 
Very strong evidence in favor of HA

Strong evidence in favor of HA 
Moderate evidence in favor of HA 
Inconclusive evidence 
Moderate evidence in favor of H0 
Strong evidence in favor of H0 
Very strong evidence in favor of H0

Extreme evidence in favor of H0 

Diagnostic (i1) No group differences (r2) 

Diagnostic (i1) No group differences, Black expert (r3) 

Race primed (i2) Non-diagnostic (r1) 

Race primed (i2) No group differences (r2) 

Race primed (i2) No group differences, Black expert (r3) 

Group differences (i3) Non-diagnostic (r1) 

Group differences (i3) No group differences (r2) 

Group differences (i3) No group differences, Black expert (r3) 

 516 
Table 2. Design table. 517 
 518 

 519 
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Condition assignment through an adaptive design 520 

Experiments involving a large number of conditions suffer a common problem: not all 521 
conditions are equally useful for testing the focal hypothesis, but we rarely know in advance 522 
which ones will be most informative. In between-subjects designs, the conventional way of 523 
coping with this problem is to allow an equal number of participants to experience each 524 
condition, an approach that quickly grows infeasible as the number of conditions increases. 525 
Adaptive designs solve this problem by evaluating the evidence at regular intervals and using the 526 
available evidence at a given interval to estimate the condition assignments that are likely to 527 
provide the most information for the next interval 67. The result is that adaptive designs generally 528 
make more efficient use of experimental resources than do designs that are not adaptive 68. 529 
Adaptive designs are therefore an ideal choice for experiments involving a large number of 530 
conditions, as they can render feasible designs that would require an unwieldy number of 531 
resources in a conventional design.  532 

As applied to our study, we have a total of six conditions. In a conventional design, we 533 
would need an unfeasibly large number of Black students to precisely detect an effect between 534 
one of the threat-increasing and one of the threat-reducing procedures. However, adaptively 535 
allocating participants to these procedures should allow this design to yield greater evidence 536 
either in favor of or against a stereotype threat effect with a smaller number of participants. 537 

Our adaptive design proceeds across a series of participant cohorts. After each cohort, we 538 
calculate the evidence that a stereotype threat effect exists within each of our nine possible 539 
comparisons between the three threat-increasing and three threat-reducing conditions. Our initial 540 
cohort will consist of 180 participants. In this first cohort, we assign an equal number of 541 
participants to each condition. Each subsequent cohort consists of a single participant, who will 542 
be assigned to a condition based on the current evidence, as calculated from all preceding 543 
cohorts. Critically, we weight the assignment probabilities such that the pairs of conditions 544 
where the evidence for a threat effect is strongest are the most likely to have participants 545 
assigned to them. Participants are therefore less likely to be assigned to conditions in which the 546 
evidence suggests that there is no threat effect. The experiment proceeds until all sites recruit 547 
their committed total number of participants, and the adaptive algorithm ensures that we make 548 
maximally efficient use of our participants’ time and effort to find a threat effect. 549 

Formally, the adaptive design experiment proceeds as follows. The first step is to collect 550 
data from the initial cohort of 180 participants, with 30 participants assigned to each of the six 551 
conditions. Based on these data, we compute the JZS Bayes factor from a Bayesian t-test 69 for 552 
each pair of threat-increasing and threat-reducing conditions. For any two conditions x and y, the 553 
Bayes factor is computed from the observed two-sample t value with degrees of freedom 554 = + − 2 and effective sample size = /( + ), as 555 

= ) ( ) ( ) / / /( )	( ) ( )/       (1) 556 

A Bayes Factor is a ratio of the evidence against the null hypothesis relative to the 557 
evidence in favor of it. In our design, the null hypothesis is that, given two conditions, the mean 558 
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difference between those conditions is zero, and the alternative hypothesis is that this difference 559 
is non-zero. A Bayes Factor greater than one therefore suggests that evidence favors the 560 
hypothesis that the condition difference is non-zero, whereas a Bayes Factor below one suggests 561 
that the evidence favors the hypothesis that the difference is 0. Due to the exponential increases 562 
in BF when evidence favors the alternative hypothesis, it is often convenient to report BF on a 563 
logarithmic scale, in which case values greater than zero indicate that the alternative is more 564 
likely, while values less than zero indicate that null is more likely. On a log10 scale, BF values 565 
greater indicate extreme evidence in favor of the alternative, values between -.5 and .5 indicate 566 
inconclusive evidence, and values less than -2 indicate extreme evidence in favor of the null. See 567 
https://osf.io/2zq7f/ for a table of all our intended evidence cutoffs, adapted from Lee and 568 
Wagenmakers 70. 569 

The adaptive algorithm uses the Bayes factors from the initial cohort of participants to 570 
compute a probability distribution over pairs of conditions. This probability distribution will be 571 
used to determine the condition assignment for the next participant. For a given threat-increasing 572 
condition x and a given threat reducing condition y, we write BF(x,y) to denote the Bayes factor 573 
for the pair (x,y) and compute the following pairwise assignment probability: 574 ( , ) = ( , )∑ ∑ ( , ) .        (2) 575 

The assignment probability for a given pair of conditions is the ratio of the Bayes factor for that 576 
pair to the sum of the Bayes factors across all pairs. Participants are therefore most likely to be 577 
assigned to pairs of conditions with the highest likelihood of containing a non-zero effect. 578 

In each subsequent cohort, the participant is assigned uniformly at random to one of the 579 
two conditions from a pair drawn from the assignment distribution computed from Equation (2).  580 
Once data has been collected from a particular cohort, they are combined with all of the 581 
previously collected data and used to compute updated Bayes factors for each pair of conditions 582 
using Equation (1). These updated Bayes factors are then used to update the assignment 583 
probabilities for the next cohort using Equation (2), and the cycle repeats. The process continues 584 
until all sites have exhausted their committed total number of participants. 585 

Simulation evidence of the efficiency of the adaptive design. We tested the proposition 586 
that an adaptive design would yield more evidence with fewer participants in a series of three 587 
simulation studies. All simulations were run using MATLAB R2019a 71. Our first two simulation 588 
studies assessed the relative efficiency of adaptive versus non-adaptive designs when only one of 589 
our threat-increasing conditions affects performance. In the first study, this one condition 590 
produced a moderate effect on performance (i.e., d = .4 when its effect is compared to the other 591 
conditions using the standardized mean difference); in our second, the condition produced a 592 
small effect (d = .2). 593 

There are nine possible comparisons between threat-increasing and threat-reducing 594 
conditions (3 * 3 = 9). Thus, in a situation where one threat-increasing condition produces a 595 
small effect, three of the nine possible comparisons between threat-increasing and threat-596 
reducing conditions are truly non-zero (i.e., all of the comparisons between the performance-597 
affecting threat-increasing condition and the three threat-reducing conditions). Given this 598 
situation as ground truth, each of the two simulation studies consisted of 1,000 adaptive 599 
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experiments and 1,000 fixed experiments. Both types of experiments started with an initial 600 
cohort of 180 simulated participants, split evenly across the six experimental conditions. The 601 
difference is in how simulated participants were assigned in subsequent cohorts. In the fixed 602 
experiments, simulated participants were divided equally among conditions, whereas in the 603 
adaptive experiments, simulated participants were assigned using the adaptive algorithm 604 
described above. In either case, simulated data were generated from normal distributions with 605 
equal variances, with an effect of the corresponding size in one condition. For each experiment, 606 
we computed the Bayes Factor for each comparison after each cohort of participants and 607 
recorded the maximum Bayes Factor across the three comparisons. We also recorded the 608 
proportion of the total N that had been allocated to the condition with a true effect on 609 
performance. 610 

Figure 1 shows the results of the two simulation studies. When one condition has a 611 
medium effect (top left panel), both designs accumulate evidence against the alternative 612 
hypothesis, but the adaptive design does so especially fast. When one condition has a small 613 
effect (top right panel), the adaptive design usually reaches the threshold for strong evidence 614 
(log10(BF) = 1.0) after about 1,440 participants, whereas the fixed design usually fails to reach 615 
that cutoff even after 2,004 participants have been recruited. The bottom panels reveal how the 616 
adaptive design is able to achieve this efficiency gain: it preferentially allocates participants to 617 
the condition with a true effect on performance. 618 

Although the adaptive design makes decisive results more likely than a fixed design, it 619 
does not guarantee them. The grey bands in Figure 1 represent the 25% and 75% percentiles 620 
across the 1,000 simulations. There is wide variation in the obtained evidence ratios across 621 
simulations. Reassuringly, even when the single non-null condition has a small effect (d = .2 in 622 
comparison with the other conditions), at least 75% of the simulated experiments yielded strong 623 
evidence for the alternative (log10(BF) > 1.0) after about 1,800 participants had been recruited. 624 
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 625 

Figure 1. Results from two simulation studies with 2,000 runs each (1,000 for the adaptive version, 1,000 for the 626 
fixed). The top two panels use different scales in the y-axis for clarity. In one study (left two panels) one of our six 627 
conditions produces a small effect (d = .2 in comparison with the other conditions); in the other (right two panels) it 628 
produces a medium effect (d = .4). At each step of a given simulation run, we recorded, of the three truly non-null 629 
comparisons, the Bayes Factor of the comparisons that yielded the maximum evidence against the null, as well as 630 
the proportion of the total study N assigned to the condition that does have an effect. N refers to the number of 631 
participants recruited at a particular point in the design. Lines represent the medians across the 1,000 simulations of 632 
the quantity in question; envelopes represent the 25% and 75% quantiles. When either a small or medium effect is 633 
present, the adaptive design accumulates evidence against the null more efficiently than does a fixed design. It does 634 
so by preferentially allocating participants to the condition that provides the best evidence of an effect.  635 

Finally, we investigated how the adaptive and fixed designs performed in the presence of 636 
no stereotype threat effects – in other words, in a situation where the mean difference in all 637 
comparisons between threat-increasing and threat-reducing conditions was equal to 0. This is a 638 
situation where one might expect the adaptive design to be at a disadvantage, since, on average, 639 
assigning people to the six conditions with equal probability is already “optimal”. 640 

Because the null hypothesis is true for each of the nine comparisons, the experiment is 641 
successful if it yields negative values of the log10(BF) for every hypothesis test, indicating strong 642 
evidence in favor of the null hypothesis. In contrast, any positive Bayes Factor indicates false 643 
evidence against one of the null hypotheses. To assess each design’s performance in each 644 
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simulated experiment, we computed, across all comparisons, the minimum Bayes Factor (i.e., the 645 
evidence ratio that is most in favor of the null and therefore “correct”), the maximum Bayes 646 
factor (the evidence ratio most in favor of the alternative and therefore “incorrect”), and the 647 
average. As shown in our Supplemental Method, both designs yielded moderate to strong 648 
evidence in favor of the null across all possible comparisons of procedures. Moreover, the 649 
adaptive design performed no worse than the fixed design, and, one particular dimension, even 650 
had a slight advantage –they were somewhat less likely to produce a comparison that yielded 651 
false evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis. This may occur because, if a particular 652 
comparison does provide (incorrect) evidence in favor of the alternative, the adaptive design 653 
preferentially allocates people to that comparison until the evidence ratio begins to favor the null. 654 
In essence, the adaptive design performs a small “replication study” for a comparison favoring 655 
the alternative, which provides some protection from drawing false positive conclusions (see our 656 
Supplemental Method for additional simulation evidence on this point). 657 

Across our simulations, we note that the Bayesian test we used is somewhat conservative 658 
– that is, it is calibrated such that the null hypothesis is favored unless a relatively large effect is 659 
observed. The conservatism likely reflects the fact that we used the JZS Bayes factor with a scale 660 
parameter r = 1, which anticipates effects between -1 and 1. Additional simulation results 661 
(described in our Supplemental Method) show that adjusting this prior to r = 0.5, or r = 0.2, does 662 
not have much effect on the efficiency of the adaptive design relative to the fixed design. 663 
However, it can affect the Bayes Factor’s absolute magnitude. To address this conservatism, we 664 
will survey the participating sites to estimate an expected effect size. We will use this expected 665 
effect size to adjust the scaling parameter prior to our final analysis. 666 

Site balancing, data flow, and by-site variance. The adaptive algorithm does not 667 
explicitly account for the possibility of site-specific differences in participant performance. The 668 
appropriate statistical approach to account for this kind of by-site variance would be to use a 669 
random effects model with site-specific random parameters. However, adding site-specific 670 
random parameters to the adaptive algorithm would create a computational bottleneck in the 671 
calculation of the Bayes factors for updating condition assignments. Moreover, since condition 672 
assignments from the algorithm are based on the magnitudes of the fixed effects (i.e., the average 673 
differences between conditions), the estimates of the random effects would have minimal effect 674 
on condition assignments. In other words, even if the model in the adaptive algorithm were 675 
misspecified due to the absence of random effects parameters, the algorithm can still achieve its 676 
goal of increasing power in conditions where the average effects are largest. Therefore, the 677 
adaptive algorithm will not include random effects by site, but we will examine the degree to 678 
which adding random effects for site affects our results after our data are collected as part of our 679 
robustness checks. 680 

The possibility of by-site variance also necessitates additional controls on data flow to 681 
ensure that sites are balanced throughout the experiment. An especially dangerous scenario 682 
occurs if a given site dominates sampling at a particular point in time during the experiment, a 683 
phenomenon we refer to as clumping. For example, suppose there is no true effect between 684 
conditions 1 and 2 at site A, but a moderate true effect at every other site. Suppose also that there 685 
is a moderate effect between conditions 3 and 4 at site A, but no true effect at any other site. 686 
Thus, on average across sites, there is a larger difference between conditions 1 and 2 than 687 
between 3 and 4. If all 180 of the participants in the initial block came from Site A, the initial 688 
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data would suggest an effect between conditions 3 and 4 but not between 1 and 2. This would 689 
bias the sampling in subsequent blocks toward conditions 3 and 4, when it would be more 690 
fruitful to test conditions 1 and 2. On the other hand, if Site A was not represented at all until the 691 
final blocks of the experiment, then most of the participants from Site A would be assigned to 692 
conditions 1 and 2, since that is where the largest effect would appear to be at the point where 693 
participants from Site A enter the experiment. But since the effect at Site A is between 694 
conditions 3 and 4, not between 1 and 2, and since the effect between conditions 3 and 4 does not 695 
exist at any of the other sites, the algorithm may never learn about the presence of the true effect 696 
between conditions 3 and 4. 697 

The above example is extreme, but it illustrates the potential risks of clumping for 698 
statistical inference and algorithmic efficiency. We will therefore take the following three 699 
concrete measures to mitigate these risks. First, we will require that at least 15 sites are 700 
represented in the initial block of 180 participants, with each site contributing at least five 701 
participants. Second, we will not allow any single site to contribute more than 10 participants in 702 
a given week. Third, we will set minimum targets for the number of participants each site should 703 
aim to contribute each week. For instance, if a site plans to contribute 20 participants over the 704 
course of 5 weeks, we will ask them to contribute at least four participants each week. These 705 
measures should help guard against the possible risks of clumping described above. 706 

Analysis plan 707 

Manipulation checks. Experiencing a task as difficult is a theoretically necessary 708 
condition for producing stereotype threat 10. We have selected a performance task, Raven’s 709 
Advanced Progressive Matrices, that should be experienced as difficult by most college students 710 
51. Nevertheless, we will check that our participants did indeed experience the task as difficult by 711 
examining the percentage of participants who reported that the level of difficulty was above the 712 
midpoint on the perceived difficulty measure and by testing whether the average rated difficulty 713 
across all students is significantly above the scale midpoint. We will also test whether our 714 
manipulations did indeed evoke feelings of concern about confirming the negative Black-715 
unintelligent stereotype by testing whether reported task-evoked concern in the threat-increasing 716 
conditions is significantly greater than reported task-evoked concern in the threat-reducing 717 
conditions. We will use the same Bayesian model for these manipulation checks that we use for 718 
the main analysis. 719 

 Confirmatory analyses. Because we are using an adaptive design, our main analysis will 720 
proceed with and guide the data collection process. After gathering an initial cohort of 180 721 
participants, we will follow the adaptive design outlined in the previous section: we will 722 
calculate log10(BF) values approximating the posterior odds that a stereotype threat effect exists 723 
within each of the nine possible comparisons between our three threat-increasing and three 724 
threat-reducing conditions. For each subsequent cohort of six participants, these log10(BF) values 725 
are used to determine the probability that any given participant is assigned to each of the six 726 
conditions. If we obtain extreme evidence that a particular comparison does or does not produce 727 
a stereotype threat effect (log10(BF) > 2.0 or log10(BF) < -2.0), we will cease sampling that 728 
comparison to ensure that this comparison does not dominate future sampling and thereby 729 
prevent us from gathering evidence about other comparisons. Data collection proceeds until we 730 
either obtain strong evidence about the presence or absence of stereotype threat across all 731 
comparisons or the labs who have committed to collecting data for this project all reach their 732 
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committed recruitment totals. After all data has been collected, we will use the final log10(BF) 733 
values to assess the likelihood that a stereotype threat effect exists within each of the nine 734 
comparisons. Thus, the set of nine final log10(BF) represents our focal tests of our nine questions 735 
about the presence of a stereotype threat effect (questions i1_r1 through i3_r3) in a given 736 
operationalization. 737 

 Robustness checks. In addition to our main analysis, we will also conduct a series of 738 
robustness checks in the form of a multiverse analysis 72, which we will use to assess the degree 739 
to which our results change across alternative strategies for analyzing our data. We identify five 740 
points of flexibility in our analysis where different choices or assumptions could have been 741 
made. These include the statistical framework, priors, two types of random effects, and rules for 742 
excluding observations. For each point of flexibility, we identify several alternatives to be 743 
considered. We will rerun the analysis under various combinations of those alternatives, as 744 
shown in Table 4. Taken together, including only the combinations of alternatives that are 745 
theoretically compatible as well as computationally tractable, our planned robustness analyses 746 
span 160 separate analyses: 32 in a Bayesian statistical framework and 128 in a Frequentist 747 
statistical framework. We consider random effects in a Frequentist framework only due to the 748 
additional complexities that arise when formulating and estimating these models in a Bayesian 749 
framework. 750 

Exploratory analyses. Although we expect most of our participants to be identified with 751 
intelligence and their race, we will test whether those who are less identified are more (or less) 752 
affected by stereotype threat. Similarly, we will test whether people who are chronically 753 
concerned about stereotype threat are more affected. More specifically, if we find a stereotype 754 
threat effect for one of our comparisons, we will test three interactions, one between the 755 
comparison and racial identification, one between the comparison and general domain 756 
identification, and one between chronic concern and the comparison. In addition, given sufficient 757 
data and sufficient variation in the applicable variables, we will test other potential moderators of 758 
the threat effect such as generation status. 759 

 We also plan to assess the degree to which there is substantive variation between 760 
experimenters and sites in the magnitude of the stereotype threat effect by measuring the size of 761 
the by-experimenter and by-site random slopes for threat in mixed effects models. If there is 762 
substantive variation in the size of the stereotype threat effect, we will explore possible sources 763 
of this variation by testing interactions between our threat manipulations and either our 764 
experimenter variables (if there is by-experimenter variation) or our by-site variables (if there is 765 
by-site variation). 766 

  767 
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Point of flexibility Alternatives considered Justification 

Statistical framework (1) Bayesian* It may be useful to quantify evidence in favor of the null hypothesis 

 (2) Frequentist It may be reasonable to want an analysis that does not rely on priors 

Prior (1) Informed scale factor* Priors should align with the expectations of experts in the field 

 
(2) Small scale prior (r=0.2) It may be a priori reasonable to expect small effects 

 
(3) Medium scale prior (r=0.5) It may be a priori reasonable to expect medium effects  

 
(4) Unit scale prior (r=1.0) It may be a priori reasonable to expect large effects  

Random site effects (1) None* There may not be much site clustering in participant performance 

 
(2) Random by-site intercepts Different sites may have different average levels of participant performance 

 
(3) Random by-site slopes for threat effects Sites may differ substantively in the size of a given threat effect 

 
(4) Combine (2) and (3) --- 

Random experimenter effects (1) None* There may not be much experimenter clustering in participant performance 

 
(2) Random by-experimenter intercepts 

Different experimenters may produce different average levels of participant 
performance 

 
(3) 

Random by-experimenter slopes the threat 
effects 

Experimenters may vary in the degree to which they produce threat effects 

 
(4) Combine (2) and (3) --- 

Observations (1) All* 
All participants may provide useful information about the presence of a 
threat effect 

 
(2) 

Exclude people who do not have good 
memory of the study's details 

These people may not have been properly exposed to the manipulation 

 
(3) 

Exclude people who are unaware of the 
Black-intelligence stereotype 

These people may not have the proper cultural awareness for stereotype 
threat to affect their behavior 

 
(4) Exclude suspicious participants 

These people may not have been affected by the manipulation because they 
didn't believe it 

 
(5) Combine (2) and (3) --- 

 
(6) Combine (2) and (4) --- 

 
(7) Combine (3) and (4) --- 

 
(8) Combine (2), (3), and (4) --- 

 768 
Table 3. Potential points of flexibility in our analysis plan. Robustness with respect to priors will be explored within 769 
a Bayesian statistical framework. Robustness with respect to random effects will be explored within a frequentist 770 
statistical framework. Robustness with respect to observations will be explored within both statistical frameworks. 771 
Together, these points of flexibility yield 160 possible statistical models. We will assess the degree to which our 772 
results change across these models. Alternatives marked by * are those used in the main analysis.  773 
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Supplementary Information: 991 

Supplemental Methods 992 

 Here we give additional detail on the following methodological issues: (1) our selection 993 
of names and institutions for the “no group differences – Black expert” condition; (2) the 994 
performance of the adaptive design (relative to a fixed design) in the presence of null effects; (3) 995 
the sensitivity of the adaptive design to priors; (4) evidence of the feasibility of our project. The 996 
data and materials for our names and institutions pilot are at https://osf.io/726qn/; the code 997 
required to run the simulations described in this supplement is at https://osf.io/vxd5y/; the proofs 998 
of concepts described in our feasibility section are at https://osf.io/tyasd/.  999 

Piloting names and institutions. We conducted a pilot to test whether the names and 1000 
institutions we chose for our “no group differences – Black expert” condition did indeed imply 1001 
that the expert who delivers the no group differences prompt is Black. We recruited 101 Black 1002 
participants (three additional participants made it to the consent form but gave no responses) 1003 
using TurkPrime and asked them to rate, using 7-point Likert scales (“Extremely unlikely” to 1004 
“Extremely likely”), the likelihood that each of 12 last names is Black/African American and the 1005 
likelihood that they are White. We also asked the participants to rate the likelihood that 10 1006 
female first names come from a Black woman and a White woman, and conducted a similar 1007 
process to assess the perceived likelihood that 10 male first names come from a Black man and a 1008 
White man. Finally, we asked the participants to rate the likelihood that each of 12 institutions 1009 
are associated with Blacks/African Americans.  1010 

 1011 
Our results are displayed in Supplemental Table 1. On the basis of these results, our 1012 

selected male names are DeAndre, Jamal, and Jalen, and our selected female names are Ebony, 1013 
Jamila, and Amani. Our selected last names are Jackson, Johnson, Harris, Jones, Robinson, and 1014 
Williams. Finally, our selected universities are Howard University, University Illinois at 1015 
Chicago, University of Houston, University of Maryland, Florida A&M University, and Texas 1016 
Southern University. 1017 
 1018 
  1019 
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Black perception White perception Difference 

M SD M SD M SD 

Male first names DeAndre 6.46 0.95 1.88 1.54 4.57 2.21 

Jamal 6.46 0.85 2.01 1.51 4.45 2.09 

Jalen 5.98 1.27 2.37 1.71 3.61 2.43 

Terrance 6.10 1.14 3.20 1.99 2.90 2.49 

Darryl 5.94 1.43 3.16 2.08 2.78 2.95 

Reginald 4.54 2.10 3.98 2.20 0.56 3.68 

James 5.32 1.36 5.40 1.72 -0.08 2.02 

Michael 5.45 1.45 5.79 1.46 -0.35 1.84 

Chris 5.54 1.32 5.93 1.35 -0.39 1.59 

Kevin 4.81 1.82 5.95 1.34 -1.14 2.26 

Female first names Ebony 6.11 1.41 1.91 1.52 4.20 2.45 

Jamila 6.06 1.09 2.25 1.60 3.81 2.18 

Amani 5.85 1.25 2.49 1.76 3.37 2.48 

Desiree 6.06 1.16 3.00 1.85 3.06 2.49 

Jada 6.03 1.07 3.01 1.85 3.02 2.28 

Renee 5.56 1.40 3.84 2.01 1.72 2.81 

Jasmine 5.76 1.34 4.52 1.90 1.24 2.43 

Laila 4.64 1.76 4.15 1.99 0.50 3.08 

Crystal 4.75 1.66 4.81 1.90 -0.06 2.87 

Amanda 3.34 1.76 6.23 1.42 -2.89 2.24 

Last names Brown 6.03 1.14 3.55 1.87 2.48 2.36 

Jackson 6.08 1.19 3.92 1.98 2.16 2.50 

Johnson 5.95 1.31 4.50 1.97 1.46 2.61 

Harris 5.60 1.43 4.21 1.81 1.40 2.57 

Jones 5.78 1.49 4.41 1.85 1.38 2.48 

Robinson 5.63 1.55 4.31 1.89 1.33 2.61 

Williams 5.99 1.27 4.69 1.82 1.30 2.17 

Davis 5.40 1.56 4.55 1.83 0.84 2.69 

Washington 5.32 1.73 4.51 1.97 0.80 2.95 

Coleman 4.80 1.70 4.47 1.93 0.34 2.85 

Thomas 4.67 1.73 4.88 1.70 -0.21 2.56 

Banks 4.14 1.89 

Dixon 4.35 1.84 

Universities Howard University 5.74 1.59 

University of Illinois at Chicago 5.44 1.59 

University of Houston 5.26 1.40 

University of Maryland 5.25 1.56 

Florida A&M 5.17 1.59 

Texas Southern University 5.06 1.61 

North Carolina A&T University 5.01 1.63 

Hampton University 4.74 1.81 

Florida International 4.72 1.58 

UCLA 4.30 1.77 

Harvard University 3.75 1.72 

 1020 
Supplemental Table 1. Descriptive statistics of ratings from 101 Black raters from Turkprime of different names and 1021 
institutions on perceived blackness and whiteness from 101 Black raters recruited through Turkprime. The names 1022 
and institutions that we selected for the “No group differences – Black expert” condition are bolded.  1023 

Null effects and the adaptive design. We conducted a 1000-run simulation study to 1024 
assess the performance of the adaptive design when all comparisons between the threat-1025 
increasing and threat-reducing conditions yield null effects (d = 0). We simulated 1000 1026 
experiments using the adaptive algorithm, and 1000 experiments using a fixed design allotting 1027 
equal numbers of participants to each condition. In each simulated experiment, the mean 1028 
difference in all comparisons between threat-increasing and threat-reducing conditions was equal 1029 
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to 0 (i.e., no effect). Specifically, data in each condition were generated from a normal 1030 
distribution with μ = 100 and σ = 10. In both the fixed and adaptive-designed simulations, data 1031 
were generated with an initial block of N = 180, with 30 assigned to each condition, and then 1032 
subsequently in blocks of N = 6, up to a total of N = 2004 observations. 1033 

 1034 

Supplemental Figure 1. Results from a 1,000-run simulation study in which all six conditions have the same group 1035 
mean. N refers to the number of participants recruited at a particular point in the design. Lines represent the 1036 
evidence ratio, across all six conditions, that either most favors the null (i.e., that is most correct), most favors the 1037 
alternative (i.e., that is most incorrect), or the average across the six conditions. Envelopes represent the 25% and 1038 
75% quantiles. The adaptive design performs no worse than the fixed at accumulating evidence in favor of the null, 1039 
and even provides some slight protection from providing (false) evidence in favor of the alternative. 1040 
 1041 

As shown in Supplemental Figure 1, the adaptive design (correctly) accumulated 1042 
evidence in favor of the null at a rate that was no worse than the fixed design. The design even 1043 
provides a slight advantage over the fixed in that comparison that provides the most decisive 1044 
evidence in favor of the alternative (and thus that draws an incorrect conclusion) tends to favor 1045 
the alternative less strongly than in the fixed design. This may be because the adaptive algorithm 1046 
detects the possibility of a threat effect in this comparison and thus preferentially allocates 1047 
participants there. This speeds up the rate at which the algorithm correctly adjusts the evidence 1048 
ratio back toward favoring the null. In a sense, the algorithm performs a small “replication 1049 
study” to see whether the past evidence that favors the alternative holds up when new 1050 
participants are allocated to that condition. 1051 

 1052 
We investigated this latter error-preventing feature of the adaptive design further by 1053 

tracking the number of times a comparison yielded log10(BF ) > 0.5, as well as the number of 1054 
times the frequentist version of our test yielded p < 0.05. Dividing these values by the number of 1055 
comparisons (i.e., dividing by nine) yields the Bayesian and frequentist false positive rates, 1056 
respectively. For example, if at a given point in a simulated experiment the log10(BF) for one of 1057 
the nine comparisons was greater than 0.5, while the other eight were all less than 0.5, then the 1058 
Bayesian false-positive rate would be 1/9. Taking the average of the false positive rates across 1059 
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simulated experiments yields the overall false positive rates for the entire batch of simulations.  1060 
For instance, the overall Bayesian false-positive rate at N = 180 is the average across simulated 1061 
experiments of the Bayesian false-positive rates at N = 180. 1062 
 1063 

 1064 
Supplemental Figure 2. Results from a 1,000-run simulation study in which all six conditions have the same group 1065 
mean. N refers to the number of participants recruited at a particular point in the design. At each stage in a given run 1066 
of the simulation study, we selected the comparison that most favored the alternative hypothesis; lines represent 1067 
either the rate of Bayesian false-positives for that comparison (moderate evidence in favor of the alternative, or 1068 
log10(BF) > .5) or the rate of frequentist false-positives for that comparison (p < .05 in a test of the hypothesis that 1069 
the comparison is 0). 1070 
 1071 

As shown in Supplemental Figure 2, the adaptive design provides an advantage over the 1072 
fixed design in protecting against false positives. Overall false positive rates in the fixed and 1073 
adaptive designs are identical at N = 180, the lowest value on the x-axis, because both designs 1074 
assign participants evenly across conditions in the initial block. However, both the Bayesian and 1075 
frequentist false-positive rates are lower under the adaptive design than under fixed design after 1076 
every subsequent block. In both cases, the rates under the adaptive design are about half that 1077 
under the fixed design.   1078 

 1079 
In the Bayesian case, shown in the left panel, the rates are very low under both the fixed 1080 

adaptive and fixed designs. Both remain near or below .01 over the course of an experiment, so 1081 
the absolute magnitude of the difference between the two designs is small. For instance, at N = 1082 
2004, the average false positive rates were .0049 and .0027 under the fixed and adaptive designs, 1083 
respectively. This indicates that the Bayesian analysis is virtually immune to false positive 1084 
conclusions, regardless of the statistical framework. 1085 
 1086 

In the frequentist case, shown in the right panel, the false-positive rate under a fixed 1087 
design hovers around the nominal rate of .05. However, the positive rate under the adaptive 1088 
design starts at .05 after the initial block and then drops quickly before appearing to asymptote 1089 
around .025. Speculatively, this may have occurred because when, due to random fluctuations, a 1090 
particular comparison shows some signs of being non-zero, the adaptive design preferentially 1091 
allocates future cohorts of participants to that comparison. The greater numbers of participants 1092 
allocated to that condition lets the comparison regress to the true mean of zero faster than would 1093 
happen under a fixed design. 1094 
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 1095 
The adaptive design’s sensitivity to priors. We conducted computer simulations to assess 1096 

the sensitivity of the analysis to the scale parameter of the prior for the JZS Bayes factor. We 1097 
simulated experiments under three different scenarios regarding the underlying means of the six 1098 
conditions. In the “no effect” scenario, the means were identical in all six conditions. In the 1099 
“small” scenario, the mean in one threat condition was 0.2 standard deviations lower than the 1100 
means in the other conditions, which were identical to each other (d = 0.2).  In the “medium” 1101 
scenario, one condition produced a medium effect (d = 0.4). Within these scenarios, we 1102 
simulated experiments with three different scale parameters for the prior v (r = 1, r = 0.5, and r = 1103 
0.2).  For each combination of scale parameter and effect size, we simulated 1000 experiments 1104 
using the adaptive algorithm, and 1000 experiments using a fixed design allotting equal numbers 1105 
of participants to each condition. In both the fixed and adaptive-designed simulations, data were 1106 
generated with an initial block of N = 180, with 30 assigned to each condition, and then 1107 
subsequently in blocks of N = 6, up to a total of N = 2004 observations. For each simulated 1108 
experiment with each combination of scale parameter and true effect size, we record the 1109 
maximum log10(BF) value (i.e., the strongest evidence in favor of an effect) at the halfway point 1110 
of the experiment (N = 1002) and at the conclusion of the experiment (N = 2004). 1111 
 1112 

True effect size 
Sample size Scale parameter 0.0 0.2 0.4 

1002 0.2 0.02 0.88 5.55 
0.5 -0.24 0.81 6.01 
1.0 -0.50 0.55 6.15 

2004 0.2 -0.07 2.42 13.46 
0.5 -0.38 2.41 14.15 
1.0 -0.65 2.22 14.28 

 1113 
Supplemental Table 2. Average log10(BF) values at different true effect sizes, scale parameters, and sample sizes. 1114 
 1115 

As shown in Supplemental Table 2, the scale parameter has little to no effect on the 1116 
maximum log10(BF) value in the scenarios where there is a small (d = .2) and medium (d = .4) 1117 
effect. In all cases, the experiment produces extreme evidence in favor of the (true) alternative 1118 
hypothesis (log10(BF) > 2.0) by the conclusion of the experiment. In the scenario with a small 1119 
effect, at the halfway point in the experiment, using r=1.0 results in a somewhat smaller 1120 
log10(BF) value than using r=0.5 or 0.2, but all results in this column are in the category of 1121 
“Moderate evidence in favor of the null hypothesis” (0.5 < log10(BF) < 1.0). 1122 
 1123 

The scale parameter seems to have largest effect on the maximum log10(BF) value when 1124 
there is no true effect. In that scenario, only r=1.0 results in a maximum log10(BF) value less than 1125 
-0.5, on average. A maximum log10(BF) value less than -0.5 means that there was at least 1126 
moderate evidence in favor of the null hypothesis (no effect) in all 9 comparisons. When the 1127 
maximum log10(BF) value is not less than -0.5, it means that there was at least one comparison 1128 
for which the experiment failed to produce at least moderate evidence in favor of the null 1129 
hypothesis. 1130 
 1131 
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To assess the effect of the prior on the adaptive algorithm’s assignment of participants to 1132 
conditions, we also recorded the number of participants that had been assigned to the condition 1133 
where there was a true effect at the halfway point of each simulated experiment (N = 1002), and 1134 
again at the conclusion of each simulated experiment (N = 2004). For the scenario where there 1135 
was no true effect, we recorded the number of participants that had been assigned to an 1136 
arbitrarily selected condition. 1137 
 1138 

True effect size 
Sample size Scale parameter 0.0 0.2 0.4 

1002 0.2 168 242 373 
0.5 167 253 386 
1.0 166 254 391 

2004 0.2 335 636 873 
0.5 333 650 885 
1.0 331 656 891 

 1139 
Supplemental Table 3. Average number of participants assigned to the condition with the target effect at different 1140 
true effect sizes, scale parameters, and sample sizes. 1141 
 1142 

As shown in Supplemental Table 3, the algorithm distributes participants approximately 1143 
one-out-of-six participants to each condition, regardless of the scale parameter. In the scenarios 1144 
with a small or medium effect, the algorithm preferentially assigns participants to the condition 1145 
with the effect.  The values are very similar within each column, suggesting that the scale 1146 
parameter has minimal influence on the degree to which participants are preferentially assigned 1147 
to conditions. 1148 
 1149 

Feasibility. We examined the feasibility of our proposal in two ways. First, we surveyed 1150 
all our collaborating labs with IRB approval as to the number of Black participants they could 1151 
expect to recruit if financial considerations were not a constraint. We also asked the amount of 1152 
money they would need to meet this recruitment goal and compared the sum of these financial 1153 
resources to our project budget.  1154 

 1155 
The sum of these participants as of September, 2020, along with the characteristics of the 1156 

sites that plan to recruit these participants, is shown in Supplemental Table 4. We estimate that 1157 
our sites could recruit 2,700 participants. This recruitment goal exceeds what is needed 1158 
according to our adaptive design simulations and is within our project budget. 1159 
  1160 
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 1161 
   Sites Expected participants 

   N % N % 
Institution Public 15 56% 2,080 77% 

 Private 12 44% 620 23% 
% Black students 0% - 5% 8 30% 490 18% 

 5% - 10% 8 30% 620 23% 
 >10% 11 41% 1,590 59% 

US region East 8 30% 440 16% 
 Midwest 9 33% 1,000 37% 
 West 3 11% 200 7% 
 South 7 26% 1,040 39% 

Total   27   2,700   
 1162 
Supplemental Table 4. Characteristics of the 27 sites with IRB approval that are involved in this study as of 1163 
September, 2020. According to our estimates, the sites should be able to recruit 2,700 Black participants. 1164 
 1165 
 Second, we implemented the adaptive design in the formr online survey platform 64 and 1166 
conducted an extensive series of tests to ensure that our implementation worked as expected. 1167 
This testing verified whether three goals were possible using formr: that we could use previously 1168 
collected data to inform successive waves of data collection, that we could accurately and rapidly 1169 
compute the Bayes Factors necessary to update the condition assignment probabilities, and that 1170 
the previous two steps could be combined, as required by our adaptive algorithm. Our testing 1171 
revealed that all three goals could be achieved in formr, even during live testing.  1172 
 1173 


